4 Lesson Four
Romans Recline to Dine
Enduring Understanding

SUBJECTS: art, social studies, science
CCSS: R.7, R. 10, SL.1, SL.2, Sl.4, L.6 I
SKILLS:
• Bloom’s Taxonomy: evaluation, synthesis,
analysis
• Facets of Understanding: interpretation,
application
DURATION: 45- 60 minutes
CLASS SIZE: Any

Communication is important to every culture
and art is a form of communication. Frescoes
are a form of cultural expression.

Essential Questions
How do archaeologists use frescoes to analyze
how people lived in the past? What can frescoes
in villas teach us about Roman culture? Why
would a Roman create a permanent wall
painting?

What Students Will Learn
•
•
•

Art is a form of communication.
The decoration of walls was meant to
convey the wealth and sophistication of the
villa’s owner.
Romans recline to dine in a triclinium.

What Students Will Do
•
•

Use observation, inference, and evidence
to interpret an ancient Roman fresco from
a triclinium in Villa A at Oplontis.
Read an art historian’s interpretation of
the frescoes, then compare and contrast
with student’s interpretations.

Assessment
Students create a drawing that communicates
something important they learned about the
culture of the Romans.

Materials
For Each Student
• “The Frescoes of the Triclinium in Villa A”
art historian interpretation (page 60)

•

“Missing Fresco Mystery” drawing sheet
(page 61)

For Each Group
• Image of fresco from the triclinium (page
37)
• “Fresco: Analyzing the Data” data
collection sheet (page 59)
• Image of fresco reconstruction from the
triclinium
For the Teacher
• PowerPoint presentation with images of
the frescoes and triclinium
• “Primary Sources on Dining in Ancient
Rome” (page 58)

Background Information
Communication is an important basic need
of culture. Communication allows individuals to
interact with each other through customs, roles,
rules, or rituals, thereby defining and establishing
the characteristics of a particular culture. Culture
is created through communication, and preserves
and passes along cultural characteristics from one
place and time to another.
Art is one form of communication. Artists
create art to communicate ideas, thoughts, or
feelings about their culture. Art at its simplest
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is a form of communication. Our knowledge of
Roman painting comes almost entirely from the
common practice of painting the interior walls of
houses while the plaster was still damp. Romans
decorated the interior walls of their houses and
villas with paintings executed on wet plaster, a
technique known as fresco. “Depending on the
function of the room, walls might be painted with
imaginary architecture, still lifes, mythological
scenes, or purely decorative motifs” (Thompson
2007). The decoration of the walls was meant to
communicate the wealth and sophistication of
the villa’s owner through the elegant details and
the costly pigments used. For instance, Egyptian
Blue and Cinnabar Red were the most expensive
pigments. Cinnabar was 30 times more costly than
other pigments. Cinnabar also caused miners to
die excruciating deaths – it is the ore of mercury.
Based on the frescos discovered in
Pompeii, art historians have divided ancient
Roman paintings into four styles. The first style
reproduced the appearance of a wall built of stone
or colored marble. The second style portrays
actual architecture, painted in perspective,
between which one can catch a glimpse of the
landscape. The third style is divided into panels,
in which a large mythical subject most often fills
the central panel.The fourth style mixes elements
from the second and third styles, but with greater
diffusion of pictures in the central panel. Because
there were few windows in most homes, frescoes
decorated the interior walls.
The walls of the triclinium at Oplontis
were painted around 50 B.C., in what is called
the Second Style. The decoration has a podium
at the bottom, over which rise columns of
marble colored or decorated metal segments.
In the center of the east and west sides of the
door, beyond which one can see temples, with
statues of female divinities inside and perspective
colonnades. On the north wall, beyond the gate, a
tall column supports a statue of a feminine divinity
in a garden. The most interesting feature of this
wall is the decorative motif consisting of figs.

Preparing to Teach
1.

Print colored copies of the Triclinium
walls for each group.
Prepare to share background information.
Create a PowerPoint or a way to project
the images of a Triclinium.
Post the Word Bank words.
Post the essential questions.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Word Bank
archaeological site: a place where people
lived and left objects behind
evidence: data which are used to answer
questions
fresco: a wall-painting technique in which the
pigment is applied to newly plastered walls;
the paint bonds with the plaster as both dry,
creating a very durable surface
inference: a conclusion derived from
observations.
inquiry: an organized investigation to learn

Misconception Alert!
Studying Past Cultures
Many people mistake archaeology for
a swashbuckling “Indiana Jones” adventure.
Archaeologists often are thought of as
questing after rare and beautiful artifacts.
Although it is true that at times archaeologists
do find rare and beautiful things, they
could more accurately be compared to
Sherlock Holmes, a detective of the past,
as they gradually piece together the culture
of a people to understand more about
them. A single artifact removed from its
context discloses very little about culture.
By studying many sites and artifacts and
their relationship to each other and the
environment, one discovers the way people
lived. Archaeologists study a people’s culture
by studying the things they left behind.
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new information or solve a problem
observation: recognizing or noting a fact or
occurrence
triclinium: the dining room of a Roman
house; means “three couches”
villa: a luxury home outside the city

3.

Uncover Prior Knowledge
Have students look around the classroom.
Ask students: What do the images on the walls
tell us about ourselves? Do you put posters
in your bedroom? Why do you do that? What
do they tell us about your interests and your
culture? What is valuable and meaningful for
you? Think about your dining room or the place
where you eat. What decorations do you have
on your walls?
4.

Discover New Knowledge
How do archaeologists use frescoes
to analyze how people lived in the
past? What can frescoes in villas teach
us about Roman culture? Why would
a Roman create a permanent wall
painting? Inform students that this question
will guide their learning. Indicate the Word
Bank words (archaeological site, evidence,
fresco, inference, inquiry, observation,
triclinium, and villa) and inform students
that they will use these words as tools and
define them during the lesson.
1.

2.

5.

Tell students: According to Mary Beard,
a Classics Professor, “There are cultural
‘rules’ which govern how houses are
painted and decorated.” And she asks
us, “Can we reconstruct those rules for
Pompeii? And what do they tell us about
life in the Roman town” (Beard 2008)?
Show images of Room 14, triclinium, Villa
A. Tell students: This is one room in Villa
A at Oplontis called the triclinium, or
dining room. Why do you think it is called

6.

7.
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triclinium? When this room was excavated
all that was found were the walls and
fresco fragments. No artifacts or furniture
were found in the room.
Ask students: How can we learn how a
triclinium was furnished? Answers could
include: read primary sources about
triclinia, discover a room that is still
furnished, maybe in Pompeii, or you can
look at paintings from the time. Read
aloud an excerpt from Pliny the Younger’s
letter to a friend, then show a fresco from
Pompeii of a triclinium with furniture.
Ask students: Now how would you define
triclinium and describe dining in ancient
Rome? Project reconstructions of triclinia.
Assist students with defining villa and
triclinium.
Tell students:You will use observation
and inference to analyze a fresco.You
will interpret the meaning of the work
of art and use evidence to support your
conclusions. Assist students with defining
observation, inference, evidence,
and fresco.
Divide students into groups of four. Have
students determine which role they will
play:
• Observation Recorder (write groups’
observations down)
• Interpreter (records groups’
interpretations of fresco)
• Presenter (shares observations and
inferences)
• Fresco Handler (holds up fresco
during presentation and returns it to
teacher)
Distribute one fresco image to the Fresco
Handler of each group and “Roman
Fresco: Triclinium” data collection sheet.
The frescoes will be from the three walls
in the triclinium at the Villa Oplontis.
Have all students silently observe the wall
painting as they consider the message the
villa owner or artist is conveying.

Investigating a Roman Villa
8.

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.

17.

Have each group share their fresco and
their observations and inferences. Record
the students’ observations on the board.
Allow the class to respond with their
thoughts and ideas.
Ask students: Why do you think the Romans
decorated the walls of their houses? Why
would a Roman create a permanent wall
painting?
Ask students: Why do you think the
owner of this villa wanted decorations
like this in their dining room? Why was
this particular painting chosen for the
triclinium?
Ask students: How does the artist’s use
of colors help us to see the different
sections?
Ask students: What can frescoes in villas
teach us about Roman culture?
Have students read an art historian’s
interpretation of the frescoes in the
triclinium. Ask students: How do your
interpretations compare to an expert of
Roman frescoes?
Ask students: How do archaeologists use
frescoes to learn how people lived in the
past?
Explain to students that the triclinium
is an archaeological site, a place where
people lived and left objects behind, and
they have conducted an inquiry much
as archaeologists do. Assist students
with defining archaeological site and
inquiry adding them to their Word
Banks.
Fresco walls are puzzles for archaeologists
and art historians to piece together using
the information they have. While it is
difficult to physically put missing puzzle
pieces back on the wall, technology can
help reconstruct entire surfaces virtually
(Figure 4).
Distribute or display each reconstructed
wall of the triclinium. Ask students: How
does seeing the wall as it may have looked

Figure 4. Orphaned fresco fragments from the west wall of
room 15 at Villa A at Oplontis, Torre Annunziata, Italy, digitally reconstructed to show their mirroring of the extant
east wall decoration. The Oplontis Project

in A.D. 79 help you interpret the fresco
better?

Reflect on New Knowledge
1.

2.
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Fresco Mystery! There is a mystery
for archaeologists to solve at Villa A
at Oplontis. On the east wall of the
triclinium there is a section that is missing.
The fresco has disappeared! Ask students:
What do you think happened to this part
of the fresco? Write answers on the board
to refer to later.
Archaeologists today want to know what
image was on the wall. Have students
draw the image they think was once there
using the context of the room as clues.

Lesson Four

3.

Students will draw and color the missing
area on the coloring sheet provided. Select
a few students to share their drawings.
Ask students: How could archaeologists
today determine what exactly was painted
on the wall? Tell students that during
excavations of the room in the 1960’s,
archaeologists took pictures. Display
photograph of the east wall. Ask students:
What was painted on the wall? How
accurate were your drawings? After seeing
the historic photograph, how does this
change your idea of what you thought
happened to this part of the fresco? Tell
students: The wall was not recorded by
archaeologists in the 1960’s and since the

room was exposed to weather conditions,
the fresco faded and fell away from the
wall. Modern archaeologists had to
use context clues in the room, fresco
fragments, and historic photographs to
reconstruct the image on the wall.

Assessment
On the other side of the paper, have students
create a drawing that communicates something
important that they have learned about the
culture of the Romans. Remind students that
they can communicate with line, shape, color,
and images.

Notes:
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Primary Sources on Dining in Ancient Rome
It would be a long story—and it is of no importance—to tell you how I came to be dining—
for I am no particular friend of his—with a man who thought he combined elegance with economy,
but who appeared to me to be both mean and lavish, for he set the best dishes before himself and
a few others and treated the rest to cheap and scrappy food. He had apportioned the wine in small
decanters of three different kinds, not in order to give his guests their choice but so that they might
not refuse. He had one kind for himself and us, another for his less distinguished friends—for he is a
man who classifies his acquaintances—and a third for his own freedmen and those of his guests. The
man who sat next to me noticed this and asked me if I approved of it. I said no.
"Then how do you arrange matters?" he asked.
"I set the same before all," I answered, "for I invite my friends to dine not to grade them one
above the other, and those whom I have set at equal places at my board and on my couches I treat as
equals in every respect."
“What! Even the freedmen?" he said.
"Yes," I replied, "for then I regard them as my guests at table, not as freedmen."
He went on: "It must cost you a lot."
"Not at all," said I.
"Then how do you manage it?"
"It's easily done; because my freedmen do not drink the same wine as I do, but I drink the
same that they do."
—Pliny the Younger Book 2, letter 6 to Avitus

Figure 5. House of the Chaste Lovers, Pompeii.
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Name:______________________________________Date:_____________Period:___________

Roman Fresco: Triclinium
Examine one wall of the triclinium and answer the following questions.
Observing and Collecting Data
Make a list of the human made objects painted in
the fresco.

What colors have the artists used?

What architectural elements do you see?

What kinds of natural elements do you see?

What mythical creatures do you see?

Identify kinds of food.

Analyzing and Interpreting the Data
1.

Why do you think the owner of this villa wanted decorations like this in the dining room?
____________________________________________________________________

2.

What does this fresco tell you about Roman culture? What is your evidence?
____________________________________________________________________

3.

What questions do you have about this fresco or the people who lived in the villa?
____________________________________________________________________

4.

How could you get more information to answer your question?
____________________________________________________________________
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The Frescoes of the Triclinium in Villa A
By Regina Gee
Art Historian at Montana State University
Room 14 is dated to approximately 50 BC. The
frescoes feature columns and walls painted in deep
shades of cinnabar red, light green, brown, pink,
gold, and purple. Room 14 is a grand triclinium
with decorative walls and a mosaic floor. The room
has two spaces connected by the unifying design of
floor-to-ceiling wide piers running along the long
walls which support the painted piled-up shields,
weapons, and armor.
In the entrance, there is a high podium with
tall vertical yellow-gold marble panels painted with
landscapes. In the main room, there is a deep podium
forming the base for columns. In between the columns
are low walls, niches or woodwork gates.The design is
enlivened by objects including hanging shields, silver
vessels, incense burners, a bow and quiver, bowls and
baskets of fruits, torches, and birds.
Each yellow panel has a different series of scenes.
The scenes include towers, walls, temples and shrines,
with altars, and statues of gods on pedestals. The
scenes are often enlivened by small sketchily-painted figures,
alone or in small groups. In several instances, the artists take
the same elements—shrine, tree, round pedestal—and vary
the details for visual interest. For example, the east wall shows
a scene containing a tall rectangular woodland shrine with a
garland. On the north wall there is a sacred tree with a split
trunk that grows up and out along one side of the shrine and a
large round altar stands in front. On the west wall, the round
altar shape has been transformed into a pedestal for a statue
of Nike, god of victory, and three figures.
The owners of Villa A had frescoes dated to 50 BC in seven
rooms. There is proof that the owners desired to keep these
rooms preserved even as the villa expanded over time.The style
of the 50 BC frescoes is very grand with continuous floor-toceiling designs all painted in deep shades of red, gold, green,
and purple. The columns are painted to imitate luxury, to look
like marble with jewels and gold. The painted structures have
some sort of central focus: a bronze tripod, a sacred tree, or a
small ornate shrine holding a bronze or gold statue of a god.
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Name:______________________________________ Date:_________ Period:___________

Missing Fresco Mystery
Draw and color the missing area of the fresco on the East wall of the Triclinium.
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Historic Photograph of Missing Wall Section
1960’s excavation
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East Wall, Room 14, Triclinium, Villa A at Oplontis
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Reconstruction

East Wall, Room 14, Triclinium, Villa A at Oplontis
Investigating a Roman Villa
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North Wall, Room 14, Triclinium, Villa A at Oplontis
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North Wall, Room 14, Triclinium, Villa A at Oplontis
Reconstruction
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West Wall, Room 14, Triclinium, Villa A at Oplontis
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Reconstruction

Reconstructed West Wall, Room 14, Triclinium, Villa A at Oplontis
Investigating a Roman Villa
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